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1.  INTRODUCTION 

The 2006 Planning Act introduced the requirement to publish a Monitoring Statement on the existing 
Local Plan as a precursor to preparing a new Local Development Plan.  Planning Circular 1 2009 
(Development Planning) states that the following matters will be monitored:- 

• changes in the principal physical, social and environmental characteristics of the area; and 

• the impact of the policies and proposals of the existing plan(s). 

The Circular further states that “the monitoring report is likely to focus more on the wider impact of the 
plan on areas and population-wide indicators and how far the objectives and vision of the previous plan 
have been realised.” 

This exercise will help inform the issues to be addressed in the new Local Development Plan as well as 
identifying the physical changes that have occurred over the life of the plan.  The Monitoring Statement 
has to be published by the Planning Authority concurrently with a Main Issues Report.  Monitoring will 
be an ongoing exercise throughout the life of the Local Development Plan. 

2.  CURRENT DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

The Western Isles Structure Plan (WISP) approved in 2003 along with the Western Isles Local Plan 
(WILP) adopted in June 2008 form the current Development Plan for the Outer Hebrides.  Both plans 
cover the whole of the administrative area.  The Structure Plan provides the strategic direction on a 
range of topics while the Local Plan provides the detail and a local perspective for topics covered at the 
strategic level.  Where a topic is adequately addressed in the Structure Plan it has not been duplicated 
in the Local Plan. The two documents are therefore inter-dependant and inter-related.  For that reason 
the monitoring exercise covers the Development Plan as a whole. 

3.  CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA 

a) Population – Recent mid year estimates (2008) show a total population of 26,200.  This is the third 
year running that a decrease has been estimated, however, this year has seen a larger decrease than 
previous years.  These recent figures indicate a continuing challenge in the island’s long-term trend of a 
declining and ageing population.  Deaths continue to exceed births.  Net migration, though positive in 
previous years, has resulted in a negative change for 2008.  The demographic profile continues to be of 
an ageing population as the greatest loss continues in the 16-20 year old age group. 
 
b) Physical – The prevailing character is of a dispersed population in a predominantly rural landscape.  
However, the number of house completions has, on the whole, increased year on year since 2004.  Over 
70% of this housing consists of private house builds and most large scale developments are built by the 
Hebridean Housing Partnership, with the bulk of these developments having been in the Newmarket 
area. 
 
However, due to the current financial climate and the difficulties being faced e.g. unemployment, access 
to mortgages, cost of private house build being more expensive on the islands etc, it is anticipated that 
the next 5 year period  will see a reduction in the number of private house completions.  The Outer 
Hebrides continues to have the highest percentage of vacant dwellings and the second highest 
percentage of second homes. 
 
Since May 2009 the rate of JSA claimants has been lower in the Outer Hebrides than in the rest of 
Scotland, 3.6% in October in comparison to 4.0% in Scotland.  The employment rate is higher at 77.3% 
in comparison to 75.4% in Scotland (April 2008 to March 2009). 
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c) Economy - Commercial and industrial development remains predominantly small scale. The 
anticipated significant increase in engineering and construction work in connection with possible 
windfarm development has not materialised.  Businesses in some areas of the economy e.g. tourism, 
because of the value of the pound against the euro, are doing well, even in the current financial climate.  
The pilot Road Equivalent Tariff (RET) scheme is also an incentive to travel to the Outer Hebrides. 

 

d) Environmental – The archipelago of islands remains a fragile landscape with many designations for 
its natural qualities and quality of environment. The relatively unspoilt nature of the landscape continues 
to be one of the areas major assets. 

The rate of development and change on the islands is relatively low, and building costs are up to 30% 
higher than the mainland.  The significant factor affecting the islands is the continuing declining and 
ageing population and the fragile economic base. 
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4.  ANALYSIS OF THE WESTERN ISLES DEVELOPMENT PLAN  

 

Sustainable Communities 

Western Isles Structure Plan 

The Sustainable Communities section sets the context across a range of topics as to how the 
Structure Plan will contribute to the principles of sustainability.  It was constructed on the basis of the 15 
Themes of Sustainability adopted by the Comhairle (WISP Appendix 1).  This section has not been 
carried forward into the Local Plan. 

These principles are contextual but still generally relevant therefore should inform the Vision and 
objectives for the new LDP. 

The general spatial approach to guiding development based on Sustainable Community Areas is not 
considered relevant for development planning purposes.  It is suggested the new LDP considers a new 
spatial development strategy. 

 

 
 

 

Actions / issues arising: Sustainable Communities 

 

Encompass principles in Vision Statement for LDP 

Review spatial approach guided by policy SC1 Sustainable Community Areas. 
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Development Management 

The Development Management section is aimed at providing essential guidance to developers and 
the policies give general guidance on how to prepare new development proposals.  The policies also 
provide outline guidance on how applications will be assessed and determined.  

Western Isles Structure Plan  

Policies DMI / DM5 / DM6 / DM7 provide criteria and factors to be taken into account in the location of 
development.  This has been found useful in parts but could, in consultation with stakeholders, be 
improved to provide clearer guidance particularly in relation to the factors to be considered when 
assessing proposals outwith settlements. 

It will be necessary to revisit the policy on developer consultation (DM9) and amend it in the light of the 
planning reforms introduced in the 2006 Act; related revisions to Circulars as well as the new 
requirements for pre-application discussion. 

Western Isles Local Plan  

The Local Plan Development Management policies are designed to assist in determining applications to 
meet the overall direction of the Development Plan.  It is difficult to quantify the effectiveness of these 
policies except to assess them against the relatively low number of applications approved that are 
deemed contrary to the Development Plan. Over and above that the assessment of the policies is largely 
based on the experiences of the staff using them together with informal consultation feedback from 
developers/agents and applicants. A need for clearer policy guidance has been highlighted particularly 
regarding appropriate siting and recognition of settlement character diversity. 

Appendix 2 of the Local Plan provides more detailed information on a list of factors to be taken into 
account in considering development proposals with a view to improving the quality of design in 
development.  Recent changes to national planning policy reflecting the introduction of new legislation 
on climate change will require the information contained in Appendix 2 to be reviewed and updated.  
Similarly Appendices 3 and 4 give details of the requirements in relation to car parking and roads / 
access layout.  These may be more appropriately presented in Supplementary Guidance. 

In respect of LP/DM2 (Advertisements & Signs) and LP/DM5 (Telecommunications) it would appear that 
more specific policies would be useful to adequately guide development and determine whether such 
proposals are appropriate for specific locations. 
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Achievements: Development Management 

• WISP and WILP policies on site servicing; infrastructure; water and waste; transport and traffic 
issues have contributed positively to the determination of planning applications leading to good 
development outcomes  

• The policy approach to areas likely to be at risk from flooding would appear to working (WISP 
DM8 / LP/DM4). 

 
 

 
Actions / issues arising: Development Management  
 
Review WISP Policies DM1; DM2; DM3; DM4 in developing the LDP spatial strategy 
 
Review how WISP and WILP policies on site servicing; infrastructure; water and waste;  
transport and traffic siting can be combined to provide clear guidance for developers (policies 
DM5; DM6; DM7) 
 
More detailed policies required for Adverts & Signs and for Telecommunications  
 
Refine the spatial element of flooding policy and provide guidance on use of FRA 
 
Review the policy thrust of DM9 Developer Consultation and Community Benefit in the light of  
new legislative requirements for pre-application discussions and other Government advice 
 
Consider how information in WILP Appendix 2 (Design considerations) can be reviewed to  
provide clearer guidance for developers to ensure good design outcomes  
 
Appendices 3 and 4 (car parking and roads / access layout) should be updated and prepared  
as Supplementary Guidance. 

 

 

 
Stoneybridge Coastal Protection Works 
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Resource Management 

 

The Resource Management section addresses the land use elements of the resources offered by both 
the built and natural environments and includes policies on the use of croft land for development, 
biodiversity, and development affecting natural and built heritage designated areas. 

Western Isles Structure Plan  

Policies RM1 - RM3 provide framework for consideration of proposals affecting croft land and good 
agricultural land.  Policy RM1 in its current form may contradict the locational approach set out in policy 
DM1 and needs to be reviewed.  The policy should provide clarity regarding what development will be 
acceptable on croft land.  A Local Biodiversity Plan for the area has been produced (policy RM2). 

The approach to peat extraction (policy RM4) will be re-assessed and may be updated to reflect current 
policy thinking. 

A Woodland Strategy has been prepared (policy RM5).  The strategy has been found to be useful in 
guiding land managers to design woodlands of a scale that is appropriate to the islands. This may need 
updated to cover the role that woodland can play in carbon reduction. 

A partnership group (CoastHebrides) has been established to consider a holistic approach to addressing 
coastal sustainability issues (WISP Proposal 1). The group will oversee preparation of a coastal and 
marine strategy for the future management of the coast. 

Policies RM6 to RM11 provide the framework for integrating development into the natural environment 
including the Comhairle’s approach to addressing coastal erosion.   The present approach reflects 
national and international legislation and has been found to be valid. Therefore it is unnecessary to 
amend the current approach. 

The framework for guiding development that may affect the built heritage is covered by policies RM12 - 
RM15.  More detail is provided in the Local Plan (ref below) and in the Conservation Policy and Thatched 
Buildings policy approved as separate documents by the Comhairle. 

Western Isles Local Plan 

Local Plan policies (LP/RM1 and LP/RM2) are primarily concerned with expanding Structure Plan policy 
on built heritage conservation and archaeological resources while policy LP/RM3 addressed aspects of 
tree management. Setting out general guidance approaches, they are considered still to be relevant in 
the assessment of land use proposals.  The information contained in the supporting appendices should 
be reviewed and updated.  

Assessing the impact of the built heritage policies and the supporting information contained in Appendix 
5 (Development affecting Listed Buildings) from a Development Management standpoint, the policy 
framework was generally considered to be useful however could be better focussed to deal with specific 
cases and could be more appropriate to local circumstances and objectives.  Specific guidance on listed 
buildings has recently been prepared by Historic Scotland through the SHEP series and will inform 
review of these policies.  Signposting to external advice can avoid repetition within the development 
plan. 

The policy approach to tree management and protection (LP/RM3) is considered useful but could be 
more precise in terms of landscaping policy and provide a policy framework for applying Tree 
Preservation Orders where circumstances dictated this would be appropriate. 

There are five specific Local Plan Resource Management proposals, of which four relate to Stornoway.  
The Townscape Heritage Initiative (THI) is in the process of being implemented. There are no 
indications that the Woodland centre will be extended in the foreseeable future.  Nor have any 
comprehensive proposals been put forward for Cromwell Street Quay, although these may emerge as 
part of Stornoway Port Authority’s current study into creating more pontoons in the inner harbour. 
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Achievements: Resource Management 

 

• Western Isles Local Biodiversity Action Plan has been produced with 5 associated species 
Action Plans (SAPs) and 3 Habitat Action Plans (HAPs) 

• Western Isles Woodland Strategy has been produced which has guided the appropriate 
expansion of woodland in the islands 

• CoastHebrides (coastal marine partnership group) has been established  

• Conservation Area character appraisals are now prepared for all Conservation Areas 

• A Local Nature Reserve has been established at Loch Stiapavat, Lewis  

• The Stornoway Townscape Heritage Initiative is underway. 

 

 

 

Actions / issues arising: Resource Management 

Review existing conservation area approaches 

Consider the need for supplementary guidance for management of the historic  

environment within Conservation Areas 

Review current policy for land use of croft land – clarify the role of housing on croft land  

Consider the need for a policy on management of NSAs (ref new planning legislation). 
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Berneray Conservation Area 



Economic Development 

 

Western Isles Structure Plan  

Policy ED1 lists the strategic business sites.  The relatively low rate of economic development means 
that only a limited amount of development has occurred within the plan period. All undeveloped sites 
should be re-assessed as part of the spatial strategy for the LDP. 

Policies ED2, ED3 and ED4 provide the policy framework for renewable energy, oil and gas 
developments and for the provision of telecommunications throughout the islands.  Supplementary 
Guidance for large windfarms has been prepared however there may be a need for a policy framework 
to deal with smaller scale development.  No oil or gas developments have taken place within the period 
plan however the policy framework is still relevant.  The LDP should consider the role of Arnish in 
relation to oil/gas and renewable energy development.  A broadband network has been established 
throughout the islands however the policy framework for ITC developments will be require to be 
reviewed and expanded to provide more detailed policy direction. 

Policy ED5 provides the land use policy framework for tourism development.  This is still relevant 
however the Caravan Policy should be reviewed and updated. This could be presented as 
Supplementary Guidance. 

Fisheries and aquaculture development (both marine and freshwater) are addressed in policies ED6 and 
ED7.  A Local Fisheries Management Group has been established and the criteria for location and design 
of aquaculture facilities are still relevant.  However the policies provide no spatial aspect and this should 
be addressed as part of the LDP. 

Proposal 2 West of Uist Harbour facility is no longer supported by the Comhairle as studies have shown 
it is not feasible.  Therefore this proposal should be deleted. 

ED8 - ED10 cover mineral extraction both for island use and for export.  While much of the policy 
approach is still considered relevant, the list of sites needs to be reviewed as some are now worked out. 

The Structure Plan approach to retail development is covered by policies ED11 and ED12.  While the 
Local Plan addresses retail matters within Stornoway town centre in greater detail, this approach may 
require to be reviewed in the LDP. 

Policy ED13 on waste management should be retained but aligned more closely to criteria for site 
development.  Policy ED14 on neighbour amenity is a useful policy as it not only protects residential 
amenity but also protects development (ie industrial) from uses such as housing which are not mutually 
compatible. 

Western Isles Local Plan  

The Local Plan economic development policies provide guidance for the location of business 
development and address the situation where conflict with other uses may occur (policies LP/ED1 and 
LP/ED2).  Further guidance on renewable energy resources; aquaculture development and on tourism 
developments is provided in this section (policies LP/ED3, LP/ED4, LP/ED5).  As outlined under the 
Structure Plan section above, the policy approach currently adopted needs little change of direction 
however some spatial aspect could prove useful.  This has been provided for Large On-shore Wind 
Farms through the Supplementary Guidance. 

The Local Plan Economic Development proposals consist of a set of fourteen proposals, four of which 
are for sites in Greater Stornoway.  Although a number of them have progressed to some extent none 
have been fully implemented, due mainly to the slower rate of development experienced in the islands. 

Proposal LP/ED1 No extension to the Gleann Seileach Business park has yet occurred. 

Proposal LP/ED2 Significant progress has been made on early feasibility work to bring Lews Castle back 
into use however work has not commenced on the site. 

Policy LP/ED3 The former Bus Station site has not been released for development. 

Policy LP/ED4 provides guidance on a number of elements relating to the development of the Stornoway 
Harbour area.  Some progress has been made however the framework provided within the proposal is 
still valid and should be retained. 
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Some development has occurred at the Arnish industrial site (Prop LP/ED5) and investigative work for 
further development continues.  A current planning application seeks to develop part of the site for fish 
processing. 

Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd has begun work on a Master Plan for Stornoway Airport however it is 
not clear whether this has been completed (Prop LP/ED6). 

A waste management centre has been established at the new Creed Enterprise Park and further 
proposals for take up of land at Creed are being worked up (Prop LP/ED7). 

Of the business sites listed in Prop LP/ED8 only the Castlebay site is now fully developed.  There may be 
a need to identify a new site for Barra.  

Progress has been made with the East Camp, Balivanich site, Scalpay and Breasclate sites (Prop LP/
ED9). 

The infilling of the upper part of the harbour at Tarbert has been implemented to allow the development 
of the Harris Tweed Interpretive centre, however no material progress has been made in developing a 
centre itself.  Similarly planning permission has been granted for a caravan site at Ardroil but no 
development has taken place (Prop LP/ED10). 

No progress has been made with preparation of a master plan for Benbecula airport (Prop LP/ED12). 

Ongoing work to identify civic amenity sites but has not yet been concluded (Prop LP/ED14). 

 

Achievements: Economic Development 

• Some development has occurred at the Creed Business Park including the established of a waste 
management centre.  Other proposals are at the development stage (WISP ED1 and Prop LP/ED7) 

• Gleann Seileach is now fully occupied but remains the prime class 4 site for Stornoway (WISP ED1 
and LP/STY5) 

• Castlebay development site is now fully occupied (WISP ED1 and Prop LP/ED8) 

• A caravan site has been developed at Horgabost (WISP ED5 and LP/ED5) 

• An ice plant is under construction at Kallin Harbour, North Uist (WISP ED6 and Prop LP/ED11) 

• Pontoons have been installed at Acarsaid, Eriskay and a breakwater at Leverburgh, South Harris 
(Prop LP/ED11) 

• Supplementary Guidance for large onshore wind farms is nearing adoption (Prop LP/ED13) 

• A Connected Communities network of broadband has been provided throughout the islands by a 
partnership of public agencies. (WISP ED4). 

 

Actions / issues arising: Economic Development 

 

Consider suitability of undeveloped business and regeneration sites for inclusion in new LDP (WISP 
ED1, Prop LP/ED8 and Prop LP/ED9) 

Retain Arnish as a major industrial site 

Consider the need for a policy framework for small renewable schemes (less than 20 MW) 

Update supplementary guidance for caravans (both residential and tourist) 

Clarify current position re location of Marybank depot  

Ensure sufficient sites for full range of minerals (South Uist sand site worked to capacity; consider 
future of Vatersay rock quarry) 

Consider spatial framework for aquaculture development 

Clarify situation on Stornoway & Benbecula airport master plans (Prop LP/ED6 and 12). 
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Housing Community and Leisure 

Western Isles Structure Plan   

Policies HCL1 – HCL3 provide the strategic approach to the size, type and range of housing provision for 
the islands and this is developed further in the Western Isles Local Plan.  This approach should be 
reviewed in the light of housing stock transfer and the emerging Local Housing Strategy.  All undeveloped 
sites will be re-assessed as part of the spatial strategy for the LDP. 

Similarly the policy framework for the consideration of proposals for community facilities is still considered 
relevant (HCL4 and HCL5).  However the requirement to consider the sustainable use of resources and 
the preference for sharing facilities where possible, could be incorporated into more general development 
management policies.  Policy HCL4 has supported applications for many of the community facilities that 
have been built. 

New legislation on land reform and the disability discrimination, introduced since approval of the 
Structure Plan necessitate a review of the policy on countryside and access (HCL6).   Open space 
requirements should be assessed as part of an open space audit. 

Western Isles Local Plan 

Housing Community and Leisure Facilities policies provide general guidance on siting and design for 
different forms of development.  Specific reference is made to residential caravans having to conform to 
the adopted Caravan Sites Policy; experience from development proposals indicates that this policy needs 
reviewed as it fails to reflect present day requirements. 

The Local Plan proposals for housing consist of a set of nineteen proposals with the larger sites 
generally located in and around Stornoway where the greatest demand for housing lies.  A number of 
these have been developed however the larger sites generally rely on Registered Social Landlord (RSL) 
involvement and the rate of development is often dependant on the availability of public sector funding. 

Within Stornoway the former Gibson Hostel site and sites at Allt na Broige have not yet been developed. 
Investigations on the site at Labost Lane have shown that much of the identified site is unsuitable for 
housing because of potential flooding issues (Prop LP/HCL1). 

Planning consent for the development of the former Macrae hostel site has been granted but 
development has not commenced (Prop LP/HCL1). 

In terms of the Dormitory site, Marybank, no material progress has been made (Prop LP/HCL2). 

Proposal LP/HCL6 identifies 12 housing sites for development outwith the Greater Stornoway area.  Of 
these, eight sites have been developed or are in progress and consent is currently being sought on two 
further sites. 

The Local Plan proposals for community facilities include a proposal for a footbridge link from Bayhead to 
the Lews Castle Grounds.  This has not yet been implemented however progress may be made as part of 
the Stornoway regeneration plan (Prop LP/HCL3). 

Other community proposals include the development of sites for a range of new schools.  The plans for 
these are well underway (Prop LP/HCL7). 

L to R: new housing in Stornoway and at the village of Back, Isle of Lewis 
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Achievements: Housing Community and Leisure  

 

• The former Haldane site, Stornoway has been redeveloped for housing and is fully occupied (Prop 
LP/HCL1) 

• A development brief has been prepared for the Melbost Farm site, outside Stornoway 

• Housing proposals at Milking Hill and Tong Road, Tong; Gearraidh Guirm; the former Leurbost 
School and Galson school sites in Lewis; Howmore, South Uist; Eoligarry, Barra have been 
developed (Prop LP/HCL6) 

• Consent has been granted for housing at Garynamonie, South Uist; for the site adjacent to 
Stornoway Airport and for Bunavoneader in Harris (Prop LP/HCL6) 

• The site at the northern end of Bayhead, Stornoway has been redeveloped to provide student 
accommodation and community facilities (Prop LP/HCL4) 

• Planning consent is in place for the redevelopment of the Nicolson Institute (Prop LP/HCL5) 

• A site has been identified and planning consent is being sought for the new Balivanich Primary 
School and for the Barvas, Sir E Scott (Tarbert) and Bayble schools (Prop LP/HCL7) 

• Uist and Benbecula proposals for a new community Hall at Balivanich; a new residential care home 
at Daliburgh and a training centre/nursery at Ormacleit have all been implemented.  In Lewis the 
Uig hall proposal is complete and consent has been sought for the Clan MacQuarrie and Barvas 
Halls and the Carloway Day Centre (Prop LP/HCL8) 

• An Outer Hebrides Countryside Access Strategy has been completed and an Outer Hebrides 
Outdoor Access Forum established (WISP HCL6) 

• The Core Paths Plan is nearing completion (WISP HCL6) 

• A long distance route Feasibility Study has been completed and funding is currently being sought 
for implementation (WISP Proposal 3). 

 

 

Actions / issues arising: Housing Community and Leisure  

Review housing policies in light of stock transfer and new Local Housing Strategy  

Consider suitability of all undeveloped housing and community facilities sites for inclusion in new LDP 
(Props LP/HCL6 and LP/HCL8)  

Take account of sites in the Strategic Housing Investment Programme and identified through the 
Housing Land Audit  

Update sites proposed for new schools if necessary (LP/HCL7) 

Revised Caravans supplementary guidance required both for residential and tourist caravans 

Review policies on multi use of facilities to consider these as sustainability principles and tests to be 
incorporated within the Development Management section (WISP HCL 4 & 5) 

Show Core Paths and indicative line of Hebridean Way on LDP maps 

Review policy on countryside access in light of Land Reform Disability Discrimination legislation  

(WISP HCL6) 

Prepare an open space audit (WISP HCL6) to inform LDP. 
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Transportation 

Western Isles Structure Plan 

Policy T1 is intended to support the development of the transport infrastructure proposals contained in the 
Local Transport Strategy and identifies priority areas for attention. The criteria for identifying priorities may 
have changed in the light of the current (2008-2012) capital programme.  This policy could usefully have 
incorporated the need for cycling to be included within the infrastructure rather than left as a separate 
policy issue under T3. 

The effectiveness of policy T2 in influencing decisions on delivery of an effective and efficient public 
transport system could be questioned given the current bus contract which reduces the need for larger 
buses in many areas.  This has impacted on the ability for cyclists to be accommodated on many routes.  

Proposal 5 is still relevant as no long term resolution has yet been agreed for the Barra air service. 

Early feasibility work has been carried out on a potential fixed link crossing for the Sound of Harris 
(Proposal 6). No firm proposals are in place and the proposal should be reviewed.  

Policy T4 addressed the need for ancillary facilities to be created as part of the road network.  This could 
usefully be incorporated as part of policy T1. 

Western Isles Local Plan 

No additional policies have been included in the Local Plan however a number of proposals are contained 
in the Local Plan.  All local plan proposals are yet to be implemented. 

Achievements: Transportation 

Eriskay and Barra Integrated Transport project completed (WISP Proposal 4) 

Early feasibility work undertaken on a potential Sound of Harris fixed link (WISP Proposal 6) 

Actions / issues arising: Transportation  

Ensure up to date situation re Barra airport is addressed in new LDP (WISP proposal 5 and Prop  

LP/Trans 3) 

Consider the effectiveness of policy WISP T2 in light of decisions on new bus contracts 

Consider current approach to fixed link connections for the Sound of Harris and sound of Barra  

(WISP Proposal 6) 

Review need to identify traffic and road improvements in new LDP (Props LP/Trans 1 and 2) 

Appendices 3 and 4 (car parking and roads/access layout) should be updated and prepared as  

Supplementary Guidance. 

 

 

 

North Ford 

Causeway 

Construction  

Works 

Jan 2010 
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Actions / issues arising – Greater Stornoway 

Review the approach to settlement pattern and growth areas in the LDP 

Identify new housing sites to meet the demand identified in the 2009 Housing Needs Assessment - 
review the suitability of the current undeveloped sites particularly housing search areas and take 
account of sites in the Strategic Housing Investment Programme and land identified through the 
Housing Land Audit 

Consider the need for business sites to accommodate a range of uses within the Greater  

Stornoway area - review the current list of economic development sites and areas 

Consider the production of developer guidance on the Archaeological Sensitive Area within 

Stornoway that is clearly associated with the Stornoway Development Plan policies. 

 

 Stornoway, Town Centre 

Greater Stornoway 

Western Isles Local Plan 

Greater Stornoway policies - As the largest settlement in the Western Isles it was considered appropriate 
to devote a policy section in the Local Plan specifically on issues affecting Stornoway and its environs.  The 
policies cover a range of topics including settlement density, housing, business, town centre and retail 
issues.  They give a comprehensive view of how new development should be appropriately catered for 
within the Greater Stornoway areas.  The Local Plan proposal sections are ordered so as to distinguish 
between proposals within Greater Stornoway and those affecting areas outwith. 

The effectiveness of the housing search area approach should be reviewed (LP/STY1).  As highlighted in 
the earlier Economic Development section, Stornoway town centre and retail policy approaches may also 
benefit from review in the LDP (LP/STY2 and 3). 

Achievements: Greater Stornoway  

• A Stornoway Townscape Heritage Initiative (THI) is in progress (Prop LP/RM1) 

• Design and feasibility work for the restoration of the Industrial Female School has been carried out 
(Prop LP/RM2) 

• Design and feasibility work for the restoration of the Lews Castle has been carried out (Prop LP/
ED2) 

• The former Haldane Hostel site has been developed for housing (Prop LP/HCL1) 

• The Bridge Centre has been completed providing student accommodation and community facilities 
(Prop LP/HCL4) 

• Design work is complete and planning consent being sought for the redevelopment of the Nicolson 
Institute (Prop LP/HCL5) 

• Work has been carried to address the issues of traffic flows in and around Stornoway 

• (Prop LP/Trans1) 

• Review and update the town centre and retail policies for inclusion in the LDP 
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5.  LIST OF PROPOSALS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR INCLUSION IN LDP 

 

There are a number of the sites identified in the current Development Plan that are as yet undeveloped.  
These should be the basis for considering sites for the LDP and are as listed below: 

 

Structure/Local Plan sites 

 

WISP ED1 / WILP Prop LP/ED8 Business Sites  

 

 Lewis: Stornoway Airport (mixed uses); Arnish Fabrication Yard (use classes 4 - 6) Creed 
Business Park, Stornoway (use classes 4 - 6); Gleann Seileach Business Park, Stornoway (use 
class 4); Barvas Industrial Estate (use classes 4 - 6); South Dell, Ness (use classes 4 & 6); 
Eireastadh, Uig (use classes 4 – 6); Habost, Pairc (use classes 4 - 6); Kirkibost, Bernera (use 
classes 4 - 6); Land at Brevig Harbour (use classes 4 - 6); 

 Harris: Leverburgh Waterfront site (mixed uses); East Loch Regeneration Site, Tarbert  

 (use classes 4 - 6); Land at Scalpay Bridge, Harris (use classes 4 - 6); 

    North Uist: Kallin, Grimsay, (use classes 4 - 6); 

    Benbecula: Market Stance, Benbecula (use classes 4 - 6); Balivanich Airport (use classes 4 - 6); 
Balivanich Commercial Development Area (commercial activities and related ancillary uses); 
Liniclate, Benbecula (use classes 4 & 5);  

    South Uist: Howmore, South Uist (use classes 4 - 6); Daliburgh (restricted to use class 4); 

    Barra: Castlebay Commercial Development Area (mixed uses); Ardveenish Pier (use classes 4 - 
6); Vatersay Causeway (use classes 4 - 6).  

 

WISP ED8 Mineral Sites 

 

Lewis: Marybank (rock); Bennadrove 1 (rock); Bennadrove 2 (rock); Raoinabhat (rock); Leiniscol 
(rock); Barvas (sand); Eoropie (sand); Carnish (sand and gravel); 

Harris: Ardhasaig (rock); Horgabost (sand); 

North Uist: Crogarry Beag (rock); Druim Realasgar (rock); Cringraval (rock, moraine and boulder 
clay); Bogach Eik (moraine and boulder clay); Locheport (moraine); Balmartin (sand); Hosta 
(sand); Gairbh-Eilean; Grimsay (rock); 

Benbecula: Stiaraval (rock); South Ford Causeway (sand); 

South Uist: Rueval (rock and moraine); Askernish (rock); Ormiclate (rock, moraine and boulder 
clay); Drimore (sand); Garryheille Machair (sand); 

Barra: Cleat Lower Grean (rock); Tangasdale (sand); Garrygall Common Grazings (moraine). 

 



WISP Proposal 3 Western Isles Way no line identified in WISP 

WISP Proposal 5 / Prop LP/Trans 3 Barra Air Service still under consideration by SG 

WISP Proposal 6 sound of Harris and Sound of Barra fixed links no line identified in WISP 
for either project 

WILP Prop LP/RM3 Woodland Centre further development of the current woodland centre site 

WILP Prop LP/RM4 Cromwell Street Quay redevelopment to provide environmental 
improvements and improved use of space for marine activities 

WILP Prop LP/ED1 Gleann Seileach Business Park Extension redevelopment - the 
extension area be reserved for Class 4 uses 

WILP Prop LP/ED2 Lews Castle bring back into sustainable use - a range of uses to support 
corporate, leisure, heritage and events-based tourism will be acceptable 

WILP Prop LP/ED3 Former Bus Station - acceptable uses include commercial, retail (fronting 
Cromwell Street) and housing 

WILP Prop LP/ED4 Harbour Regeneration - regeneration of the waterfront areas of 
Stornoway 

WILP Prop LP/ED5 Arnish location for strategic industrial and business development 
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Arnish Industrial Site, Isle of Lewis 
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WILP Prop LP/ED6 Stornoway Airport appropriate uses may be: business/industry; hotel/
conference facilities; retail (where ancillary); housing  

WILP Prop LP/ED7 Creed Enterprise Park business and industrial uses (class 4-6) 

WILP Prop LP/ED9 Regeneration Sites Drinishader Old School, Harris; former Lochmaddy Hospital; 
East Camp, Benbecula 

WILP Prop LP/ED11 Piers and Harbours Lochmaddy Pier; Lochboisdale Harbour 

WILP Prop LP/ED12 Benbecula Airport master plan for potential uses of surplus land and facilities 

WILP Prop LP/HCL1 Housing Sites in Greater Stornoway 

Former Macrae Hostel site (100% affordable housing); Former Gibson Hostel site (100% affordable 
housing, specifically social rented); Allt na Broige, Marybank South (serviced plots); Allt na Broige, 
Marybank North (general housing) 

WILP Prop LP/HCL2 Dormitory Site, Marybank general housing 

WILP Prop LP/HCL3 pedestrian link from Stornoway town to Lews Castle grounds 

WILP Prop LP/HCL6 Housing Sites outwith Greater Stornoway 

Lewis An Glib, Garrabost (100% affordable housing); adjacent to Stornoway Airport general housing 
(ref Prop LP/ED 6); Bayble (100% affordable housing) 

Harris Bunavoneadar (serviced plots & affordable housing) 

Uist Garrynamonie, (affordable housing); land at Howmore (general housing) 

Barra Eoligarry (affordable housing) 

WILP Prop LP/HCL7 Schools Provision programme of new school provision – various sites 

WILP Prop LP/HCL8 Community Facilities  

Lewis Barvas (extension to existing Community Hall); Clan McQuarrie, Borve (new Community Hall); 
Aird, Point (upgrade existing Community Hall); Balallan (upgrade existing Community Hall); Back Old 
School (general community uses) 

North Uist Carinish (extension to existing Community Hall) 

Barra Northbay (extension to existing Community Hall)  

Vatersay (extension to existing Community Hall)  

 
 
 

Sir E Scott School 

Development Site 

(perspective Image) 
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6.  CONCLUSION 

 

Monitoring performance of the existing Development Plan has been undertaken drawing primarily 
from consultation but also other sources including available data and survey work. Focused 
information exchange with the Development Management team (the main users of the Development 
Plan) has been important together with informal feedback from other interest groups including key 
agencies, developers and other stakeholders. 

The Monitoring Statement and Main Issues Report preparation have also been informed by a wide 
range of other related evidence base sources including legislation, national and local strategies/
policies (inc. the National Planning Framework and Local Housing Strategy) together with specific 
background work (e.g. Housing Land Audit work) or consultation exercises (e.g. Outer Hebrides 
Community Appraisal Survey 2007). 

The overall monitoring exercise indicates that many of current Development Plan policy approaches 
are still considered to be broadly ‘fit for purpose’.  However there are particular aspects that need 
clarification or amendment to make them more effective and relevant.  Other plan aspects and 
approaches will need updating and revising in light of new legislation and the significant new or 
changed issues that have emerged since adoption.  

The Actions/Issues arising at the end of each topic section together with the List of Proposals have 
been taken into account in preparing the Main Issues Report and ultimately will inform the Outer 
Hebrides Local Development Plan. 

 

 

 
Hydrodynamics 
study—measuring 
changes at South 
Ford since the 
Causeway was built 
in 1984 (field work 
being carried out by 
staff from Aberdeen 
Institute for Coastal 
Science and 
Management at 
Aberdeen 
University) 
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